
Specifications            

Unit

cm 150 175

cm 220 260

km/hr 5~8 5~8

km/hr 4~8 4~8

Ton/hr 55~85 65~100

Ton/hr 70~130 80~155

cm 195 220

cm 220 (170) 260 (135)

cm 95 105

kg 125 155

kW (PS) 11~26 (15~35) 13~29.5 (18~40)

pcs / rotor 4 / 8  6 / 12

PR 13×5.00-6-4 13×5.00-6-4

○ ○ ○

Category Ⅰ Category Ⅰ Category Ⅰ

PTO shaft speed r.p.m. 350~540 350~540

○ = STANDARD
Remarks : Working capacity subject to change depending on the type and/or moisture content of material.  

     Figures, technical data, dimensions and weights are subject to change without notice.
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ROTARY HAY MAKER 
MODEL: MGR2220/ 2630    



Multiple operation (Tedding, Raking & Spreding)  at compact body 

Our Rotary hay makers have big advantage as to  
economical operation such as less fuel consumption, multiple 
functions 
(3 in one) at compact body etc.  
The compact body and light weight models are operated 
under 40hp tractor.   
MGR2220/2630 demonstrate good perforamnce from  
this body  all  in raking, tedding  and spreading  in small 
fields. 
Furthermore, thin and flexible steel tines make gentle 
treatment of  grass increase the nutritional quality of hay and 
forage.   
The stable operation is enable because of  wide tread.   

 
 

Adjustment of wheel height 

Simply by changing the pin position  always makes 
wheel height  keep the best position on every fields 
or operations. 

MGR2220 MGR2630 

Special feature only for MGR2630 

1.Auto-swing swivel hitch 
Auto-swing swivel hitch makes the machine follow 
a tractor track flexibly at a coner. As a result.raking 
quality is uniform even around corners.  
(The picture below watched  from right above.) 

2.Detachable tine arms 
For transport,  MGR2630 has 
removable tine arms  that are 
stored at the front frame.  
 

Tedding and raking by compact body 
Best partner for STAR Square Baler and Round Baler   

Operation like Raking, Tedding and  Spreading and 
transportation mode are selected  by putting an iron 
bar in one of the holes. 
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